NetMan TG Agenda (Draft)
Jan 24 – Jan 27, 2005 Sanya, Hainan, China

Wed: AM/PM
NetMan TG Opening
Introductions and Admin
Agenda Approval
Approval of Session 34 Minutes
Liaison Activities
  3GPP2 TSG-S
  3GPP TSG SA
  TTA
  ETSI BRAN HiperMAN
  802.21
  802 SEC Architecture Standing Committee
  WiMAX
WG Letter Recirc Ballot 16a Comment Resolution for 802.16f
  26 Comments
  30 Reply Comments
  1 Contribution
NetMan TG Agenda (Draft)
Nove 15 – Nov 18, 2004 San Antonio, Texas, USA

Thu: AM (/PM if necessary)
  802.16g Contributions Presentations
  TG Call for Comments 802.16g-04/04 on Baseline Task Group Document 802.16g-04/03 for 802.16g
  9 Comments
  2 Previous Contributions, from Session 34
  1 Contribution

Authorize Editor to create P802.16f/D3 based on resolution of comments at Session 35
Authorize a WG Confirmation Letter Ballot on P802.16f/D3
Authorize conditional approval, pending the successful outcome of the Confirmation Letter Ballot, to forward P802.16f/D3 to the EC for approval to Sponsor Ballot
Authorize Editor to create 802.16g-04/03r1 based on resolution of comments at Session 35

Other Business
WG Closing Plenary